We are a small family run bakery in Melbourne who started
in 2002. We supply handmade gourmet cookies made with the
best quality ingredients, including luscious Cadbury chocolate,
all over Australia. We are HACCP certified and very proud of
our product and the staff who help create it.

AMERICAN
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Full of chocolate chunks and
chips in a delicious vanilla
cookie base.

ALMOND
BUTTERSCOTCH

Filled with almonds and
caramel butterscotch pieces
with a hint of Amaretto.

ANZACS
Oats and coconut in a rich
golden syrup based cookie.

FLORENTINES

FRECKLIES

Cornflakes, almonds and cherries
enveloped in sweetness and
dipped in chocolate.

Raspberry jam sandwiched
between buttery shortcrust layers
and covered in 100’s and 1000’s.

MACADAMIA & WHITE
CHOCOLATE

MARBLE MELTING
MOMENT

Macadamia nuts and white
chocolate chunks and chips
in vanilla dough.

Chocolate cream frosting
sandwiched between a buttery,
mixed chocolate and vanilla
cookie dough.

SHORTBREAD

A traditional butter rich
shortbread sprinkled with
sugar.

SMARTIE

A chocolate chip cookie
covered in coloured choc
drops.

APRICOT &
MACADAMIA

Apricots, macadamias, coconut
and white chocolate coated in
toasted coconut.

Full of fruit, seeds and nuts and
drizzled with yoghurt.

Buttery cookies filled with
raspberry jam and vanilla
cream.

SMILEY FACE

A vanilla cookie with choc drops
for eyes and nose, sprinkles for
hair and a wide chocolate smile.

Mixed dried fruits in a vanilla
cookie dough rolled in
cornflakes and baked until
crunchy.

JAM FANCY

FRUIT & YOGHURT

MONTE CARLO

CORNFLAKE

Raspberry jam sandwiched
between buttery shortcrust
and baked till golden.

MUESLI

Packed full of dried fruit, nuts
and seeds in a buttery golden
syrup mix.

TANGY LEMON

Lemon jam sandwiched
between buttery short crust
and baked till golden.

DATE & GINGER

Spicy ginger cookie dough
filled with dates and chocolate
chunks.

KEY LIME &
WHITE CHOCOLATE

LEMON YO-YO

Lime, coconut and white
chocolate in a vanilla dough
dolloped with white chocolate.

ORANGE & POPPY SEED
MELTING MOMENT

Orange cream sandwiched
between melt in the mouth
orange and poppyseed cookies.

TRIPLE CHOC

A rich chocolate fudge cookie
filled with dark, milk and white
chocolate.

Lemon buttercream
sandwiched between
melt in the mouth
lemon cookies.

SALTED CARAMEL
Chunks of chocolate and
caramel in a vanilla cookie
dough topped with a pinch
of sea salt.

VANILLA MELTING
MOMENT

Layers of vanilla cookie joined
by vanilla cream frosting.

